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Technology

MSES software code aids in the analysis and design for high lift multielement airfoil configurations. It can be used to:

- predict lift and drag of multielement or single element airfoils
- predict local flow features such as boundary layer separation & transition
- investigate effects of geometry changes.

MSES is a collection of initialization, solution, and graphics programs all accessing a common data file. It is written in FORTRAN under DEC Ultrix, and currently drives Tektronix or X Window System graphics.

Ready to Sign License Available

What type of license is right for me?

Four types of licenses are available for MSES:

- Commercial License
- License to Academic Institution (Research and Educational purpose)
- License to US Government Contractor
- License to US Government Agency

Licensing

Ready to take a license?

Once you are clear as to which option is right for you, you may complete the steps for license using one of the Ready to Sign licenses downloaded from the table below.

All licenses, including academic licenses, are between MIT and your company, university or institution, and not you (or a faculty member) individually. The license must be signed by an authorized representative at your company, university or institution.

Questions? Please e-mail software-licenses@mit.edu
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